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INTRODUCTION

Usage of this Best Execution policy must be in conjunction with BPS Capital Limited’ (“BPS Capital
Ltd”) Compliance Regulations Manual and other company policies and procedures currently in
effect and those yet to be introduced.
Reference to the Compliance Officer throughout this policy includes in his absence, his appointed
deputy. For the benefit of clarity an appointed deputy will be defined as any one person from:
(i)
The Chief Executive Officer (“CEO”), being a Financial Institution Supervision Division
(“FISD”) Approved Person;
(ii)
In the absence of (i) above, another Director of BPS Capital Ltd, also being an FISD
Approved Person and in association with (iii) below;
(iii) The Compliance Assistant (if required).
References to the masculine include the feminine items in italics have their essence defined in the
FISD’s Glossary. Refer to the Compliance department if you require further information. This Best
Execution policy must not be reproduced or provided to third parties without prior reference to the
Compliance Officer and their subsequent approval.
1.1

Sponsor

This policy is sponsored by BPS Capital Ltd’s Executive Management and will be maintained by the
company’s Compliance Officer, therefore any queries and / or suggestions for change should be
addressed to the firm’s Compliance Officer.
1.2

Best Execution Policy

This document sets out our policy on Best Execution. Unless you notify us to the contrary, you will
be deemed to have given your prior consent to the execution or transmission of orders in
accordance with this Policy.
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THE DUTY OF BEST EXECUTION

Under the EU Markets in Financial Instruments Directive, we are required to take all reasonable
steps to obtain the best possible result where we execute an order on your behalf, either on your
instructions or in the exercise of our discretion.
Where we transmit orders to other venues for execution on your behalf, we will endeavour to ensure
that the venue used takes all reasonable steps to achieve the best result in accordance with this
Policy, taking into account the factors listed below as appropriate, and any instructions received
from you as part of the order. We will assess whether the venue to which we transmit your order
for execution provides the best result for you on a consistent basis.
If you give us specific instructions as to how you wish your order to be executed that we accept, we
will follow your instructions. The execution of an order in accordance with your instructions may
prevent us from taking the steps that we may otherwise take in accordance with this policy to obtain
the best possible result for the execution of your order.
2.1

Execution Factors
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We, or the execution venue we elect to use, will take into account a range of factors in deciding
where to execute your order. These execution factors include:
➢
Price;
➢
Costs;
➢
Speed;
➢
Likelihood of execution and settlement;
➢
Order size;
➢
Nature, or
➢
Any other relevant consideration.
We will give priority to those factors that allow us or the execution venue we elect to use to deliver
the best possible result in terms of total cost, representing the price of the relevant financial
instrument and the costs of execution.
2.2

Execution Venues

A list of the execution venue or venues that we may use will be provided to you at your request.
We will keep the list of execution venues under review and the list may be updated where necessary,
following our review. You may request a copy of the list at any time. You will not be notified separately
of any changes to this list.
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UNITS IN COLLECTIVE INVESTMENT SCHEMES

Where we transmit an order or execute a decision to deal in units in a collective investment scheme,
we will generally discharge our obligation to deliver the best possible result by passing the order to
the unit trust manager, UCITS Management Company or other execution venue. Before executing a
decision to deal, we will consider whether there are any other execution venues that could offer
better terms for you than those terms obtained when executing directly with the unit trust manager
or UCITS Management Company.
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TRADING OUTSIDE A MARKET OR MULTILATERAL TRADING FACILITY (“MTF”)

In some circumstances, in order to achieve the best possible result, it may be appropriate or
advantageous to execute an order outside a Regulated Market or MTF, even where the financial
instrument concerned is trading on a Regulated Market or MTF. Circumstances where this may be
an appropriate course of action include executing your order with a "Systematic Internaliser" or
other liquidity provider.
Please note that when we have an obligation to obtain the best possible result, in certain
circumstances, we may execute an order, or transmit an order for execution, outside a Regulated
Market or MTF without your prior express consent where we reasonably believe that it is in your
interests to do so.
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LIMIT ORDERS

If you give us an order at a specified price limit or better and for a specified size ("limit order") we, or
the execution venue we elect to use, may be required to publish such limit orders where they cannot
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be executed under prevailing market conditions.
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MONITORING AND REVIEW

We undertake to monitor the effectiveness of this Policy in order to ensure that it continues to
achieve the best possible results for you. In particular, we will assess on a regular basis, which
execution venues we access and consider the use of additional venues.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

If there is anything in this Policy that is unclear to you, or, should you require any further
information, please do not hesitate to contact us.

